masses-and thus the slope of the mass spectrum-is high. This derived power-law index a can be directly compared with the initial mass function (IMF) results obtained for more evolved clusters. Although there has been a lot of discussion about the verylow-mass end (Ͻ1 M J ), there is a general consensus that the IMF for stars Ͼ1 M J can be approximated by a ϭ 2.5 Ϯ 0.2 (1,(15) (16) (17)(18). Furthermore, in a study of lowmass protostars in Ophiuchus, it was found that the mass spectrum of protostars between 0.5 and 3 M J can be approximated by a ϭ 2.5 (19). Although the observations of Ophiuchus already suggested that the IMF of low-mass stars is determined at early evolutionary stages, this was far from clear for massive clusters, because merging of intermediate-mass protostars could form the IMF at later stages as well (2). Our new data now indicate that the IMF of highmass clusters is also determined at the earliest stages of evolution. An IMF determined at the very beginning of the cluster formation provides support for the diskaccretion scenario for stars of all masses, because coalescence would probably occur at later stages and could hardly be affected by the initial fragmentation processes. However, these data do not rule out the possibility that coalescence of intermediate-mass protostars might occur within the dense centers of individual subcores. 
Direct Measurement of Energy Thresholds to Conformational Isomerization in Tryptamine
Brian C. Dian,* Jasper R. Clarkson, Timothy S. Zwier † Stimulated emission pumping (SEP)-hole filling spectroscopy and SEP-induced population transfer spectroscopy have been used to place narrow bounds on the energy thresholds for isomerization between individual reactant-product isomer pairs involving the seven conformational minima of tryptamine. The thresholds for isomerizing conformer A to all six other conformations divided into three groups at 750 wavenumbers (cm Ϫ1 ) (A3 B, F), 1000 cm Ϫ1 [A3 C (2) ], and 1280 to 1320 cm Ϫ1 [A3 D, E, and C(1)]. The appearance of the first band and the absence of the band below it were used to place upper and lower bounds to the barrier heights for each process. The thresholds for A3 B and B3 A isomerizations were also combined to determine the relative energies of these two lowest energy minima. The combined data from all X3 Y isomerizations identify important isomerization pathways on the potential energy surface linking the minima.
The folding of polymers and proteins depends on the flexibility of sites shared by much smaller molecules, with energetic barriers dictated largely by hindered rotation about single bonds. When there are several flexible sites linked to one another, the number of low-energy conformational minima and barriers soars. In such circumstances, it quickly becomes difficult to predict the important pathways between any two minima. Furthermore, a treatment of the dynamics as a series of one-dimensional torsional motions ignores coupled motion along more than one flexible coordinate, which may provide a more efficient pathway to isomerization. The experimental determination of these barriers would allow the complex potential energy surfaces (PESs) for conformational changes to be mapped out (1, 2) .
Though kinetic studies can provide phenomenological activation energies, there have been few direct experimental determinations of barrier heights in isomerization reactions (3) , particularly in cases where there are several minima separated by many barriers. In such circumstances, not only is conformationspecific detection difficult, but activation energies extracted from temperature-dependent rate measurements cannot easily be connected with specific features on the potential energy surface governing the process.
We recently have described an approach to studying the dynamics of conformational isomerization in molecules with many flexible coordinates, which uses conformationspecific excitation and detection to selectively probe individual reactant-product X3 Y pairs (4) (5) (6) . In those studies, infrared (IR) excitation was used to selectively excite a single conformation of the molecule of interest in a well-defined NH stretch oscillator. The energy of one IR photon (ϳ10 kcal/mol) is well above many of the barriers to conformational isomerization. By carrying out the IR excitation early in a supersonic expansion, it was possible to re-cool the isomerized products into their vibrational zero-point levels where they could be interrogated downstream in the expansion by a second laser. The observed population changes were used to determine quantum yields for isomerization for each of the NH stretch fundamentals of each conformation.
Because the IR excitation was to regions of the potential energy surface well above the lowest barriers to conformational isomerization (ϳ3 to 5 kcal/mol), the IR studies did not directly probe the thresholds to isomerization. Here, we introduce an alternative vibrational excitation scheme, namely, stimulated emission pumping (SEP) as a means of probing these thresholds (7). The method shares much in common with the SEP-resonant two- photon ionization studies of Leutwyler and co-workers (8) . SEP is a double resonance pump-dump scheme (Fig. 1B) in which a fraction of the population of one conformer is excited by the pump laser ( 1 ) to its electronically excited zero-point level and then stimulated back down into a specific vibrational level in the ground state with the dump laser ( 2 ). SEP has two primary advantages over IR excitation as a means of producing vibrationally excited single conformers capable of isomerization. First, unlike IR excitation, SEP can produce vibrationally excited conformational isomers with a wide range of energies that extend from the zero-point level up through the regions where isomerization barriers typically are located. Second, SEP has better conformation selectivity than IR excitation because any unique vibronic band of a given conformer can be chosen for the pump step, thereby avoiding interference from transitions caused by other conformers.
We applied our method to tryptamine [3-indole ethylamine (TRA)] (Fig. 1B) , a close analog of tryptophan and serotonin, that has seven conformational minima with measurable population (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . The experimental arrangement shares in common with earlier studies (4-6) the cool-excite-cool-probe configuration (Fig. 1A) . TRA was heated to 400 K in a sample holder, entrained in helium gas at a total pressure of 2 to 3 atmospheres, and expanded through a 2-mm-diameter nozzle to create a supersonic expansion. A single conformation of TRA was selectively excited (using SEP) 4 mm downstream from the expansion orifice, where laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) scans had established that the majority of the TRA population was collisionally cooled into the zero-point levels of the seven lowest energy conformational minima ( fig. S1 ). After the selective excitation of a single conformation of TRA (e.g., TRA conformer A), the vibrationally excited molecules were collisionally re-cooled either back into the original well or into the zeropoint levels of other minima after isomerization. The products were then detected downstream with the use of LIF via the ground to first excited singlet state (S 1 4 S 0 ) vibronic transitions of TRA.
Two complementary laser tuning schemes have been used (Fig. 1B) . In SEP-hole filling spectroscopy (SEP-HFS), 1 and 2 were fixed in wavelength to excite a single conformer and stimulate the population down into a specific vibronic level of the conformer The conformers of TRA are cooled in the first part of the expansion into their zeropoint vibrational levels. A single conformer (e.g., conformer A) is selectively excited using SEP. This is achieved by a pair of high-powered UV laser pulses from two Nd-YAG (Nd-yttrium-aluminum-garnet) pumped, frequencydoubled dye lasers (ϳ0.1 mJ/pulse, 6 ns duration) that spatially and temporally overlap. The beams from 1 and 2 cross the supersonic expansion 4 mm downstream from the exit of the pulsed valve. 1 is tuned to the S 1 4S 0 origin transition of conformer A, whereas 2 stimulates a fraction of the excited population back down to a specific vibrational level in the ground electronic state. If the energy of this vibrational state is below all barriers to conformational isomerization, then the vibrationally excited conformer is collisionally cooled back into the zero point level as it proceeds downstream in the expansion. However, once the barrier to isomerization to form a given product (e.g., C) is exceeded, the isomerization followed by collisional cooling will result in an increase in the population of the zero-point level of conformer C downstream in the expansion. This change is detected via LIF using a third pulsed tunable UV laser (also a Nd-YAG pumped frequency-doubled dye laser) tuned to the S 1 4S 0 origin of conformer C ( 3 ) that is positioned 1.0 cm downstream from the SEP lasers and delayed in time by 2.2 s, the time required for the excited molecules to traverse the distance between the laser beams. As the 2 wavelength is tuned, the rate-limiting barriers to other isomerization pathways are overcome, producing gains in population in other conformational zero-point levels. All seven conformations can be approximately described by two flexible internal coordinates: the C ␣ -C ␤ internal rotation angle that specifies the position of the amino group (NH 2 ) relative to the indole ring and the C ␣ -N internal rotation angle that specifies the orientation of the amino group. The position of the amino group (NH 2 ) is defined as anti (pointing away from the indole ring), gauche on the pyrrole side of the indole ring (Gpy, pointing toward the five-membered ring), or gauche on the phenyl side of the indole ring (Gph, pointing toward the six-membered ring). The orientation of the amino group is specified by locating the direction of the nitrogen lone pair (e.g., up, out, in, ph, or py) relative to the indole ring (10). (13, 14) . (B to D) SEP-HFS after selective excitation of conformer A of TRA to vibrational levels with the indicated energies (748, 1219, and 1411 cm Ϫ1 ). These scans reflect the changes in populations in the conformers of TRA induced by the SEP 2 . The difference in fluorescence intensity induced by 3 (20 Hz) with or without 2 present was recorded. 1 (20 Hz) was fixed on the S 0 -S 1 origin of A, and 2 (10 Hz) was fixed to a transition from the S 1 origin to a ground state vibrational level with the indicated energy. Under typical conditions, nearly 50% of the population of a given conformation is excited with 1 , whereas up to 50% of this excited population is stimulated back down to the ground state level on a strong SEP transition. The detected signal is spread out over the open product channels (from one to seven conformations). The band marked with an asterisk at 34,899 cm Ϫ1 is a hot band of A, which appears due to incomplete cooling of a small fraction of the SEP-excited A conformers.
of choice. The probe laser ( 3 ) was then tuned to determine where the population went after the SEP and cooling steps. Alternatively, in SEP-induced population transfer spectroscopy (SEP-PTS), 1 was fixed to excite a particular conformation, and 3 was fixed to detect population changes in a second conformation induced while 2 was tuned. In either type of scan, 1 and 3 were operated at 20 Hz, whereas 2 operated at 10 Hz. The difference in the LIF signal from 3 was then monitored in real time using the active baseline subtraction mode of a gated integrator.
The S 1 4S 0 origin transitions of the conformers of TRA are shown in an LIF scan which detects total fluorescence ( Fig. 2A) . These transitions are double-labeled with a letter designation A to F (on the basis of the relative intensities of the transitions) and a descriptive abbreviation (explained in the caption to Fig. 2) for the conformational assignments given previously to these transitions (9-11, 13, 14) . There are two origin transitions underneath C that are unresolved at the present resolution (10) .
An SEP scan of conformer A (Fig. 3A) was recorded with the pump laser fixed on transition A (from Fig. 1 ). Based on the density functional theory calculations carried out previously (11), SEP scans over this energy region should produce vibrationally excited A conformers with energies ranging from below to well above the thresholds to isomerization. The SEP scan shows dense vibronic structure throughout this energy range, necessary for obtaining narrow bounds on the isomerization thresholds. The SEP spectra of conformers B and C (15) are nearly identical to that for A, indicating that the Franck-Condon factors responsible for the transitions arise primarily from indole ring vibrations, as expected for the Ϫ* transition involved in the SEP steps.
A series of SEP population transfer spectra (Fig. 3, B to F) show the excitation of conformer A while monitoring transitions B to F from Fig. 2A , respectively, with the probe laser. Positive signals show an increase in the population of the indicated conformer downstream in the expansion. A comparison of the population transfer spectra with the SEP spectrum (Fig. 3A) shows a sudden turning on of each spectrum at a particular threshold energy that is unique to each conformer. These thresholds for isomerization are located at 748 (A3 B, F), 1000 (A3 C), and 1280 to 1320 cm Ϫ1 (A3 D, E). Two conformers [labeled C(1) and C(2)] contribute to band C in the LIF spectrum (10) . Despite their overlapping origin transitions, these conformers have well-separated vibronic transitions 413 and 422 cm Ϫ1 above the C origin, which can be used to separate out the thresholds to isomerization from the two conformers (13) . The population transfer spectra taken while monitoring these nonoverlapped transitions ( fig. S2 ) determine the threshold for C(1) at 1316 cm Ϫ1 and for C(2) at 1000 cm Ϫ1 . An important consequence of these sharp thresholds (at 748, 1000, and 1280 to 1320 cm Ϫ1 ) is that they can be used to exert some control over which isomerization products are formed by the SEP step. When 2 is fixed at wavelength corresponding to 748 cm Ϫ1 of energy above the zero-point level of A, only conformers B and F are formed as products (Fig. 2B) . At 1219 cm Ϫ1 , conformer C(2) appears in the product spectrum (Fig. 2C) ; at 1411 cm Ϫ1 , C(1), D, and E are added as well (Fig. 2D) . Because the scans in Fig. 2 are taken with a 20/10/20 Hz configuration, the SEP hole-filling signal in transition A can be either positive (750 cm Ϫ1 scan) or negative (1215 and 1410 cm Ϫ1 scans), depending on the competition between the fate of the fluorescing molecules ( 2 off) relative to those undergoing the SEP process ( 2 on). When the probe signal due to conformer A is positive, SEP causes more of the conformer A population to refill the A zero-point level than does fluorescence; when its signal is negative, SEP is less efficient than fluorescence in refilling A. Thus, as the energy of the laser-excited A population increases, the depletion in A grows.
The identified energy thresholds for isomerization are closely related to the energies of the barriers to isomerization on the potential energy surface. In most circumstances, the turn-on in the SEP-HFS constitutes an upper bound to the barrier to conformational isomerization, whereas the absence of the next strong SEP transition below this energy constitutes a lower bound. However, the measured threshold could differ from the energy barrier if there is a marked kinetic shift or if tunneling is substantial.
A kinetic shift would occur if the rate of isomerization just above threshold is so slow that collisional cooling back below the barrier competes with isomerization. This effect would lead to an overestimation of the barrier height based on the upper bound. However, the thresholds appear to be sharp and reach the full intensity of the SEP spectrum in the first observed transition, suggesting that collisional cooling is not effectively competing with isomerization, even at threshold. This situation may arise because the states accessed by the SEP process are inherently conformationally mixed due to anharmonic coupling between the level carrying the oscillator strength in the dump step and background states at that energy (16, 17) .
The internal rotation of the NH 2 group is one of the flexible coordinates closely associated with isomerization. Because this coordinate involves hydrogen motion, tunneling through the barrier could produce a threshold below the classical barrier height. The magnitude of this effect in TRA has been assessed by comparing the measured thresholds for the A3 B isomerization in NH 2 and ND 2 isotopomers of TRA, which are related by an internal rotation of the amino group. The TRA-ND 2 A3 B threshold is identical to that for TRA-NH 2 (748 cm Ϫ1 ), indicating that tunneling does not have a measurable effect on the observed threshold.
The combined data on isomerization thresholds pumping from different minima also determines the relative energies of the conformational minima in favorable cases. For instance, the lower and upper bounds on the barrier to isomerization of conformer A into conformer B are located at 688 and 748 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, whereas the upper bound on the barrier for isomerizing B into A is at 562 cm Ϫ1 . Because these two measurements probe the same transition state, their energy difference constitutes a direct measure of the relative energies of the conformational minima, with B at least 126 cm Ϫ1 above A. We have summarized the observed upper and lower bounds for isomerization in tryptamine (Fig. 4) , plotted on a schematic potential energy source for the two primary isomerization coordinates, internal rotation about the C ␣ -N and C ␣ -C ␤ single bonds. The conformational assignments on the diagram are largely those from Carney et al. (13, 14) , which drew on the combined data from rotational band contour analysis (10, 11) , rotational coherence studies (12) , and singleconformation IR and ultraviolet (UV) spectroscopy (13, 14) . These assignments were made more firm by the recent rotationally resolved vibronic spectra of Pratt and co-workers (18) .
The results from additional SEP-PT scans are included (Fig. 4) in which conformer B was excited in the SEP step while monitoring products A, C, and F. Similarly, the threshold for pumping conformer C [either C(1) or C(2)] back to B was also measured (19) . In principle, one could carry out a complete characterization of all the relevant stationary points on the potential energy surface by exciting each of the seven "reactant" conformers while monitoring any one of the other six "product" conformers. However, in practice, it is not possible to observe the effects of moving a small fraction of a minor population conformer into a product well that already contains a large population (e.g., an F3 A scan). Furthermore, any reactant conformer connected to the global minimum "A" by a low barrier will have much of its population routed toward A as soon as this threshold is overcome, making it difficult to see higher energy thresholds for pathways from this reactant.
The six product conformers formed by isomerization out of A have only three unique thresholds at 748 (B and F), 1000 [C(2)], and 1280 to 1320 cm Ϫ1 [C(1), D, and E]. Two possible explanations are consistent with these results. (i) The rate-limiting barriers for each isomerization reaction occur at different locations on the multidimensional PES, but these barriers happen to have similar energies for other reasons. (ii) A common energetic threshold could signal that the same transition state acts as the rate-limiting step in each case. This latter explanation seems more likely to us, given the accuracy of the threshold measurements. If the same transition state is rate-limiting, it provides insight to the isomerization pathway(s) that dictate how population moves between the conformational minima. For instance, because the A3 F and A3 B thresholds are the same height (688 to 748 cm
Ϫ1
) and are larger than that for B3 F (561 to 688 cm Ϫ1 ), it seems likely that the isomerization pathway from A to F passes through B. Similarly, the common threshold for A3 C(1), A3 D, and A3 E isomerizations probably reflects a common rate-limiting barrier for all three pathways, involving motion along the C ␣ -C ␤ coordinate associated with hindered rotation of the amino group from the Gpy to the anti position.
The association of a given threshold with a particular transition state on the PES must be made with some care, because even in TRA the routes between the minima might not proceed along the arrows indicated on Figure 4 . The full potential energy surface for TRA is 63-dimensional (3N -6 where N ϭ 23 atoms), and the lowest energy pathways may involve flexing the molecule along several of these coordinates. In particular, there is a third flexible coordinate (internal rotation about the C ␤ -C ␥ bond) that is not represented in the figure, which may play an important role in the isomerization pathways. Thus, the experimental measurements will provide fertile ground for testing state-of-the-art ab initio calculations, which in turn could shed further light on the pathways involved (20) .
Our data allow us to set upper and lower bounds on the barriers to isomerization, determine the relative energies of key minima, and provide insight into the isomerization pathways in TRA. The results raise several important issues warranting further study. First, the application of these methods to molecules containing more flexible degrees of freedom should probe in some detail the connectivity of the potential energy surface and the way in which isomerization proceeds within subspaces of the Fig. 4 . Schematic PES for TRA along two flexible internal coordinates that can be used to describe the passage between the seven observed conformational minima. The arrows signify all of the conformational isomerization reactant-product pairs (conformer X3 Y ) probed here, in which the direction of the arrow is from the conformation selectively excited in the SEP step to the product detected by 3 . The numbers associated with each arrow denote the lower and upper bounds to the energy threshold (in wavenumbers, where 350 cm Ϫ1 ϭ 1.00 kcal/mol). The upper bound is associated with the first transition clearly observed in the X3 Y population transfer spectrum, whereas the lower bound is the last transition not observed at a signal-to-noise ratio where it should have been evident, based on the SEP spectral intensity. In cases where only an upper bound is given, the unobserved transitions were weak enough that their absence could not be taken as unequivocal evidence of being below the threshold for the process. The A3 B and B3 A thresholds were used to place a lower bound on the energy of minimum B (Ͼ126 cm Ϫ1 ) relative to A(0). Abbreviations describing the conformation of the ethylamine side chain relative to indole are summarized in the legend to Fig. 1. total surface. Second, near the tops of the barriers to isomerization, where isomerization is slow, the potential for vibrationally mode-specific effects exists if the SEP process deposits energy in modes that are closely associated with the reaction coordinate(s). Third, if isomerization involves H atom tunneling, it may be possible to use these methods to explore the conformational mixture of the tunneling levels as a function of vibrational level and energy relative to the classical barrier height. Finally, there may be circumstances where the spectra will provide evidence for competing pathways turning off certain open channels for isomerization as other more efficient pathways open up.
